Abstract
Introduction

5
Over the last decades, there has been increasing concern about the pollution of soils and 6 that the uncontrolled spreading of pollution may affect water supplies. In particular, the 7 pollution of hazardous wastes is interesting and has been the focus of recent relevant 8 research, both in the characterization of the environmental problem and in the 9 development of promising technologies to avoid the negative consequences of these 10 serious environmental problems.
11
Among the pollutants that may cause soil pollution, organic pesticides and particularly 12 herbicides are a group of great interest [1] . These products are quite relevant for the 13 economic feasibility of crops, but their influence on the environment is very negative, 14 despite the many efforts made in recent years to produce biodegradable pesticides, whose 15 negative effects disappear within a reasonable period of time.
16
The development of technology capable of confining the pollution to a constrained zone 17 and avoiding uncontrolled dispersion is an interesting target for the present research on of the most interesting, at least from a theoretical point of view [11, 14] .
22
The EKF technology has been studied for the retention and removal of ionic species [15- One additional disadvantage of this technology is its partial effectiveness for pollutants 8 with a low water solubility [27] [28] [29] . These pollutants need to be transformed into 9 emulsions in order to eliminate them [26, 30, 31] . This has been shown for the case of Thus, the goal of this work is to study the use of electrokinetic fences in a pilot plant for 
Materials and Methods
1
Preparation of the polluted soil. Field soil from Toledo (Spain) was used in this study.
2
This soil was characterized by its inertness, low hydraulic conductivity and lack of 3 organic content. The mineralogical composition and the parameters used to classify this 4 soil by the Unified Soil Classification System (USCS) are listed elsewhere [30] . As a 5 model non-polar and hydrophobic herbicide, 24% Oxyfluorfen (with calcium 6 dodecylbenzenesulfonate as the surfactant, i.e., cleansing agent) was used. The measurements were carried out with PT-100 thermocouples. Results and Discussion
The simulated accidental spill of oxyfluorfen studied in this work lasted 6 hours (in which 150 kg of soil). After 2 days, the EKF was applied into the system. The increase in the intensity was related to the increase in the water content of the soil at 23 the beginning of the electrokinetic treatment, which may be associated with the be discussed later, this uniformity in concentration is characteristic of most of the 1 parameters monitored in this plant. The electrokinetic zone (see Figure 1) showed a temperature of 20.8ºC, which was almost 5 4 degrees higher than the external zone (17.3ºC) due to the ohmic heating. However, this 6 increase was not high enough to lead to significant changes in the volatilization evaporative cooling produced by water, which was the primary energy exchange 12 mechanism in the zones where ohmic heating was negligible (far from the electrodes).
13
These results were in complete agreement with those obtained in a previous work in 
5
The key analysis in this work is the evaluation of the removal of the pesticide attained by 6 the electrokinetic treatment after the 34-day long test. These results are shown in Figure   7 7. As a first conclusion, this type of electrode arrangement (EKF) was very effective As shown, the most significant removal mechanisms were the transport of pesticide to the 6 cathode wells and extraction from them. The only mechanism that can explain this Finally, Figure 9 shows the distribution of oxyfluorfen after the electrokinetic fence At this point, it is worth mentioning that the spilled oxyfluorfen was a commercial 8 emulsion with SDS, which was very stable in terms of the pH. Thus, the measured z- had to be wet in order to be effective.
17
Regarding the water fluxes, there were no significant differences in the evaporation of 
12
In comparing the EKF strategy to other different electrokinetic soil flushing (EKSF) 
